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Antonia Stark

Antonia Stark is a player character played by Yoshi.

Antonia Awesome Stark

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Female

Age: 18
Height: 1.68m (5.5')
Weight: 133lb

Organization: Nepleslian Star Navy
Occupation: Ships Gunner

Rank: Senior Crewman
Current Placement: YSS Eucharis

Physical Characteristics

Height: 1.68m (5.5')
Mass: 133lb
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Measurements: 35D-21-36

Build and Skin Color: Antonia is light tan in appearance, her build is average. Slim but she works out
when she can, causing her muscles to be defined.

Eyes and Facial Features: Her eyes are a piercing emerald green, that have a spark of joy behind
them. Her face has a cherubic look to it. Her cheeks and nose are covered in freckles. She always has a
lopsided smile on her lips.

Ears: Her Ears are of standard human build, She thinks they might be a little long but they are about
average. She has two ring piercings in her left ear.

Hair Color and Style: Her hair is red, which she keeps braided in a long ponytail that reaches just
above her waist. The top of her head is covered in a NSMC Type 33 Cap.

Distinguishing Features: She wears a NSMC Type 33 Cap that she was given by an old boyfriend
before he left on deployment. It was the last she ever saw of him.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Antonia is a laid back person, she always moves with a feeling of non-stressed. Never one
to outwardly stress the small things, she looks for best in a situation. Although her attitude is laid back
she is very competent, always on top of her assignment, allowing for her the time to look slacked off and
carefree. She enjoys working around new people and hopes to create new friends as she goes. Because it
is so special to her, she wears her Type 33 cap at every available opportunity.

Likes: Any form of long ranged weapons (Starship, Vehicles, Handheld), Dancing, Beer
Dislikes: Anything slimey, Jello (It is freaking weird), and romance movies
Goals: “To Blast My Way Across The Stars!!!!” quote Antonia Stark

History

Family

Father: John Stark (alive and well) Upper Haven, Roger Wilco City, Nepleslia. Mother: Julia Stark (alive and
well) Upper Haven, Roger Wilco City, Nepleslia.

Pre-RP

Antonia was born and raised in the City of Roger Wilco, where she lived a fairly mundane life (for a
Nepleslian {gun fights not included}). She kept her nose clean and stayed out of the gangs and other
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lawlessness. Of coarse she committed a few petty crimes in her early teens, but she was never caught.
Living in Upper Haven gave her access to some of the better schools. Her family were by no means rich
but they where middle class. Her father worked for a big wigs private security force, and her mother
worked at a local hospital as an nurse. Her mother's career lead her to understand the importance of
medical training.

Growing up she always wanted to leave the planet and see the stars. Once she turned 16 the idea of
joining the Star Navy. When she was 17 she dated a Marine and they were planning to get hitched when
he got back from his last deployment. The day he left he gave her his old field cap. Two weeks later she
got a message form a Marine in the same unit saying that her boyfriend was KIA. From that day on she
wore that cap unless circumstances prevented her.

She joined the Navy the day she turned 18 and busted her way through boot. She found during boot
camp that she was pretty good with any ranged weapon. Not a master but she could qualify with any of
the long ranged rifles that they had in boot. During she also took as many Field Medical classes she could
take with out changing over to medical training.

Joining the Venus

At once she was at odds with the CO of the ship. After being dressed down by Starblaster he had decided
him to be a jackass. After boarding the next morning brought an aborted launch, caused by a weapons
malfunction, after a bit of witty batter with the Chief Engineer he realized the problem and she headed
back to the bridge.

Cultural Exchange Officer

Mission (PM1) ) 21

Joining the Crew of the Eucharis started off exciting, with her offering to kill and pulling a pistol on a crew
member of the Euchrais, while in a vehicle with Hanako. It was all a misunderstanding, the officer in
question was formal NMX, and Tony was trying to be helpful. It went over as can be expected. Later there
was a dinner party, followed by her going to a shooting range.

Mission 22 Tony got use to piloting the Ship, to the scorn of the current ship's operator natsume. Though
things were solved with booze and “lovin”…

Mission (PM2) ) 22 Was dragged along to a beach, by Natsume and Akane.

Mission 23

Returning to the Ship sunburned and hung over Tony prepared to embark on the next mission….
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Skills

Communications

She is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, ships, ground vehicles, power armor, and shuttles
in both combat and non-combat conditions. Antonia fluent in Nepleslian. She can speak and write it
correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. She is skilled in field
communications and is proficient in all rudimentary forms of communication (hand signals, flashing
lights, etc).

Starship Operations

Antonia can pilot most Nepleslian starships. She can navigate ship if she had to, but she is best used at
the gunnery station where she can work the ship's weaponry and put her eye for ranged combat into
play. She seems that she can pick the right times and angles to fire that get through defense screens.

Fighting

Antonia received intensive hand-to-hand combat training (primarily focused on disabling and/or killing
opponents) and has followed up that knowledge with a rigorous training program. Weapons she is trained
in include pistols of all types, knives, grenades (and other forms of explosive weaponry) and rifles of all
kinds. She excelled with any long ranged rifle that she worked with, leading to her to almost transfer to
the marines as a sniper. Antonia is in excellent physical shape and has considerable endurance. She is
also able to pilot land-based power armors, but must rely on the suit’s A.I. to do anything advanced.

Survival

She knows how to survive in hostile environments. She can build shelters, hunt and forage for food, build
a fire, etc. Antonia can camouflage herself and is familiar with guerrilla warfare tactics.

Strategy (Tactics/discipline)

She was trained to understand and give out tactical commands and work with her troop to follow those
commands efficiently. She knows the importance of teamwork on the battlefield, has been intensively
trained in discipline and morale, and is able to recognize the command structure even while under
extreme pressure (combat, etc). Antonia is able to recognize ambush points. She knows basic math in
order to calculate distances, etc, and can use a tactical map.
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Vehicles (ground vehicles)

Antonia is familiar with how to effectively pilot most ground vehicles. She can make rudimentary repairs
to his vehicle. In addition, she has excelled again with the use of tank weaponry, she has an eye for
ranged combat. While inside this vehicle, she can perform difficult firing maneuvers under high stress
(combat, etc). After working around the tanks in boot she grew the understanding (by watching the
mechanics) how to jury rig most Neplesilan tanks so that they can continue to fight.

Medical

Antonia knows how to diagnose and treat conditions, apply first aid and emergency care (CPR, etc), and
perform field surgery. She knows how to work in and use hospital equipment. She was taught how to
preform triage and help stabilize wounded in the field.

Inventory

Antonia Stark has the following items:

Clothing

Uniform

stark_s_mcas
1 EM-G7 Emrys Environ suit
2 Button-up short-sleeved overshirt, blue, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate
4 T-Shirts, white
4 underwear, white
2 Blue jeans
1 Garrison hat, blue, with flash patch
1 pair of finger-cut gloves, leather, brown
1 pair of shoes, brown
6 pair boot Socks, white
1 double-strap belt, brown
1 NSMC Type 33 Cap
Bomber jacket with Eucharis patch and her NSN patches
Yamataian NSMC Tee Shirt
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Bunkwear

2 T shirt, white, with fleet number on the right chest
2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, blue
1 Pair of slip-on flexi-shoes, brown

Workout/Swim

2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, blue
2 Work-out shorts, light blue
Swimwear

1 Pair of trunks, blue, fleet number on right leg
1 One-piece bathing suit, blue, fleet number on right breast
1 Bikini, blue, fleet number on right breast.
Pink top, and a pair of light blue shorts.

Weapons and Weapon Accessories

1 Revolver, HHG ‘High Hybrid Gun’, with 2 extra HJP magazines
Wasp LSSR-01a Personally Owned

Bipod
Sling
Dedicated carrying case
Spare magazines 2x Standard mag 2x AP/Tracer mag
2x Box of Ammo 1x Standard 1x Tracer
Twin zoom (3x 12mm by 50*)x(6x 12mm by 30*) scope

Zen Arms .357 Pistol. Personally Owned
Brown Leather Holster
Extra Magazine
Box of 60 Rounds
Barrel with Threaded Muzzle for Sound Suppressor
Trigger Job
Laser Sight
Sound Suppressor
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Accessories

1 pair of identification tags, metal, with name and hometown
1 Canteen, 1 quart
1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey
1 Wallet with the Naval Corps Insignia plated on it.

Stuff from the HSC First Trick or Treat Event YE 36 / CY 755 (2014)

1 Be a Stako Operator, battle with your friends - miniture RC Dark Red Matu'dahoka (Battle Bear)
Stako 20“ tall, comes with charger, and remote control. Simulated weapons and damage.
Plastic Gatargen skull, eyes light up when something gets within 3 feet and a cackling sound comes
out.
1 MT-G1-1A - Personal Holographic Computer (PHC) painted black with Clan Logo on it,
programmed with Yamatago, Trade and Takavonai. Comes with 24 hour visitor visa
Candy Azorean, chocolate with blood (cherry syrup) feeling.
12 pack of Damuisa (Energy Juice) Cherry-Lime

Stuff from Tamahagane Corporation's YE 36 Trick or Treat Celebration (2014)

New EM-G13 "Kuromegane" Communications Visor
A rock that glows head sized harmless
1 ceramic Qaktoro skeleton - glows in the dark
Used Gravity Manipulation Flight Suit
New EM-J5-6a - FARS GP public

Stuff from the Second Chance Salvage Halloween Deal 2014:

Men's Work Clothing
Shipment of frozen fish from Yamatai
Electric Keyboard
Various Starship Diagnostic Tools
Electric Guitar with Broken Neck

Finances

Antonia Stark is currently a Senior Crewman in the Nepleslian Star Navy.

YE 34

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
6000 DA Starting Funds
50 DA -5950 Rifle and Attachments
450 DA +400 Oct Pay
850 DA +400 Nov Pay
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
1250 DA +400 Dec Pay
950 DA -310 Pistol Attachments

YE 35

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
1350 DA +400 Jan Pay
1750 DA +400 Feb Pay
2150 DA +400 Mar Pay
2550 DA +400 Apr Pay
2950 DA +400 May Pay
3350 DA +400 June Pay
3750 DA +400 July Pay
4150 DA +400 Aug Pay
4550 DA +400 Sept Pay
4950 DA +400 Oct Pay
5350 DA +400 Nov Pay
5750 DA +400 Dec Pay

YE 36

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
6150 DA +400 Jan Pay
6550 DA +400 Feb Pay
6950 DA +400 Mar Pay
7350 DA +400 Apr Pay
7750 DA +400 May Pay
8350 DA +600 June Pay
8950 DA +600 July Pay
9550 DA +600 Aug Pay
10150 DA +600 Sept Pay
10750 DA +600 Oct Pay
11350 DA +600 Nov Pay
11950 DA +600 Dec Pay

YE 37

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
12550 DA +600 Jan Pay
13150 DA +600 Feb Pay
13750 DA +600 Mar Pay
14350 DA +600 Apr Pay
14950 DA +600 May Pay
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
15550 DA +600 June Pay
16150 DA +600 July Pay
16750 DA +600 Aug Pay
17350 DA +600 Sept Pay

Oct Pay
Nov Pay
Dec Pay

OOC Notes

Do Not Allow to be adopted out… rather the character is killed off.

Character Data
Character Name Antonia Stark
Character Owner Yoshi
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1) , 2)
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